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EDITOR’S NOTES
By John Dancy

Seven years of good luck.
Despite the horrific witch hunt of Classic Cars known as Cash For Clunkers, many
Mark VIIs have been driven or pushed out from deep within garages and barns and
car ports around the world, and found to be a reliable, dependable, and very much
affordable means of luxury transportation. In other words, a keeper. I personally
have witnessed the rebirth of no less than three Mark VIIs after storage periods of
six years, ten years, and a gorgeous gem of a 1984 daily driver driven into a
Maryland garage in the late 80s, and emerge in 2010, ready for active service! Yes.
The rubber products needed to be replaced on the old Base Model Mom Mobile.
Yes. The fluids were drained and replaced with OEM power steering/brake fluid,
10-W30, and a 60/40 mix of ethylene glycol and demineralised hydrogen and
oxygen, but it is running!
The fourth quarter of 2011 was once again a great three months with many
returning Club Members and a hand full of new Club Members primarily from the
West, South, and East coasts of America. C’mon Canada. C’mon Mid-West States …
we love you Guys too!
The winter months have also brought about a few minor adjustments in the
management of the Club. All of the Club’s Board Members are volunteers. We love
anything Lincoln Mark VII and dedicate a large portion of our time and resources
into bringing this Club to it’s Members. The Club is currently in need of
replacements for the following positions: Newsletter Editor, Membership Secretary,
and Pennsylvania Chapter Coordinator. The qualifications for these positions can be
found on line in the Club’s Charter at
TheLincolnMarkVIIClub.org/documents/forms/TheLincolnMarkVIIClubCharter.pdf
If you are interested in sharing your hobby with hundreds of people world wide and
making a difference in the very future of the remaining Lincoln Mark VIIs globally,
contact me directly at OldSchool1@thelincolnmarkviiclub.org These positions can
ONLY be filled by Club Members in good standing at the time of application. Not a
Club Member? Go to TheLincolnMarkVIIClub.org/join. Membership is quick, easy,
and inexpensive!
As for seven years of good luck, it was seven years ago that a few friends such as
Rick Eckenrode, Joseph Mazzone, Jerry Monohan, Tommy Raia, Nicholas Wong,
and others, decided to join together to preserve, restore, and maintain Lincoln Mark
VIIs on an international level. Thank you very much my very dear Friends.
Here’s to seven more years!
Preserve, restore, maintain.
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September 4, 2011 Bensalem, PA – cancelled due to rain
September 15, 2011 Albuquerque, New Mexico
by Brad Pearce and Stan Wright
Well, it was just the two of us but a lot of interested people
in our cars. It was a small car show with about 30 or so cars
and we had the Mark's of to one side so they stood out on
their own no competition. Stan and I passed a lot of
information back and forth and I have to say if you have never been to one of these
meets, make it New Years resolution to go to one. The amount of knowledge that is
transferred is phenomenal. I had to laugh and felt rather relieved that my car is not the
only one that has bad paint that is peeling and coming off. Our cars could have been
twins. Maybe we could get a deal on getting our cars painted at the same time. After
exchanging information, history and similar life experiences, I had enough. Stan is hard
core, he planned on staying until they closed. I really can't express enough how
valuable these meets are. Try one!
September 18, 2011 Leominster, MA by Dawnne Prince
All are welcome no matter what you drive. My Mark VII is in storage for the winter, as
it went early because of the hurricane. I was there in the truck instead though. We met
some cool new people it was a good meet. In attendance: Tom and Chris Saluti, Judy
and Howie Gevry, Joe Mikis and Son, Tristan Prince, Davrina Prince, Alec Prince,
Antonio Prince, and your’s truly, Dawnne Prince. Next month keep an eye out as we
may have a place change!
Oct 16, 2012 Mt Holly, NJ Joe Lovern, Dawnne Prince
Awesome Meet All! So great to see you all that day. It was a beautiful day, with friends
and food and fun. Can't wait til next time!

October 21, 2011 Delran, NJ - John Dancy and Sal Miliziano
Pictures can be found at http://thelincolnmarkviiclub.org/Gallery/20110916nj

October 30, 2011 Rochester, NH – Tom and Chris Saluti
Cancelled due to snow.
“That was a horrible storm, without power for 3 days! Now we have it back and all is
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EVENTS (cont’d)

good. Hope you all are okay too.” – Dawnne LSCPrincess Prince
November 13, 2011, Fitchburg, MA
Dawnne Prince was with John Targonski and Tristan Prince
at MK7 Club Breakfast Meet.

December 16, 2011 Arcadia, CA by Art and Kathy Bailey
The fifth annual Southern California HoHoHo Cruise was held on Sunday, December
18, 2011 at Coco's Restaurant in Arcadia, California.
Coordinators Brent and Chris were away on family business and Kat and I were
honoured to be asked to step in for them. We donned our old coordinators hats and
welcomed Steve Spears, Steve Erler, Pete Sharp and Henry Anton. It was wonderful to
see our old friends and long time So Cal members.
Kat and I are 700 miles from our beloved Mark VIIs. We have one stashed away here in
California, but it isn't licensed, so we made an appearance in our Explorer. (A first for
us) It was great to hang again with our friends of many years. It was kinda' like finely
coming home to a familiar face after we left California to return to our Idaho home.
After greeting and BSing in the parking lot, we sat down for some much needed grub.
Steve Erler had to run as his agenda was pretty full, so the rest of us hung out and
talked, then as usual it was back to the parking lot to talk cars. It was a great day here
on the left coast and the only thing that could have made it better is if Brent & Chris
were here. Kat and I will be hanging around So Cal for a while, so these guys will have
to put up with us again for a few months. We miss this group and are glad to be back
with family ... at least ONCE a month. Next month we'll be back in a Mark VII again!
*Fair warning! We ~may~ go up and shake up the central California group, soon!*
Our thanks to everybody for coming out.
(You can find these, and all the images at:
http://thelincolnmarkviiclub.org/Gallery/album243)

The next regularly scheduled So Cal lunch will be held on Sunday, January 15, 2012.
Same time, same place.
MERRY CHRISTMAS & HAPPY HOLLIDAYS TO ALL!
Art & Kat
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TECH

Replacing The Voltage Regulator
by John Dancy

NOTE: “IMPORTANT! It is necessary to ground this regulator by bolting it to
the car before connecting the electrical plug. Failure to do so may damage your
new regulator.”
Installation procedure:
1. Turn ignition OFF!
2. Remove wire harness connector from regulator. Unbolt and remove old
regulator from fenderwell.
3. Using an OHM meter, check the resistance from the “F” terminal in the
wire harness connector to ground. If the reading is less than 2.5 ohms,
check the alternator.
4. Install new regulator by bolting it to the fenderwell. The regulator must
be bolted to the vehicle before inserting the connector. Failure to do so
may result in regulator damage.
Check the voltage at the battery with engine running. The reading should be
between 13.8 volts to 14.8 volts at 70°F. If the reading is out of range, check
alternator.
This entire article can be found online at,
http://thelincolnmarkviiclub.org/documents/tech/ReplacingTheVoltageRegulator.pdf
Do you have an idea for a future Tech Article? Submit your photos and text to
NewsLetter@TheLincolnMarkVIIClub.org
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CLASSIFIED

1989 LSC CONVERTIBLE
by EightLives
One of estimated 113 built, 1 of 1 of this color in this year. Will get pictures and
more details just putting the word out that it is officially for sale!
$7,000.00 obo.
eightlives@thelincolnmarkviiclub.org
1989 LINCOLN MARK VII LSC
By Jamar Carter
Price: 2500
Year: 1989
Model: Lincoln Mark VII LSC
Mileage: 45000
Exterior color: burgundy
Interior color: burgundy
VIN: 1lnbm93e6ky634549
Condition: 3 - completely operable, older restoration, all wear items replaced
Seller Name: jamar carter
Seller Email: books4carter@gmail.com
Seller Phone: 775-443-6576
Seller Location: sparks, nv
Notes: runs & drives great. pain has a few scratches. over all great condition.
1990 LINCOLN MARK VII LSC
By David Macur
Price: 1,000.00 obo
Year: 1990
Model: Lincoln Mark VII LSC
Mileage: 187200
Exterior color: Black
Interior color: Black
VIN: 1LNCM93EXLY769457
Condition: 4 - drivable vehicle, functional, amateur restoration with some
components not working, usable "as is"
Seller Name: David Macur
Seller Email: Macurdavid@yahoo.com
Seller Phone: 3109754177
Seller Location: Winnetka, CA
Notes: Good car, air suspension good, will sell for cash ASAP just don't want to
see the car salvaged or junked!
PARTING OUT WHITE 1990 LSC
By Ron Aul
Parting out a white 19990 LSC, bad engine and rough interior, good doors,
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CLASSIFIED
(cont’d)

trunk, hood, abs unit, chrome bumpers, bbs style wheels, coil over conversion,
and many engine accessories. 724 991 9084 or 724 282 7734. Thanks Ron
HOTMARK7 Aul
1984 LINCOLN MARK VII TURBO DIESEL
Price: $1500.00
Year: 1984
Model: Lincoln Mark VII
Exterior color: white
Interior color: light gray
VIN: 1MRBP98L5EY716597
Condition: 6 - does not start or run, is weathered or wrecked or stripped, useful
primarily for parts
Link to pictures:
http://thelincolnmarkviiclub.org/Gallery/1MRBP98L5EY716597
Seller Name: ED GUENTHER
Seller Email: ed64drag@lycos.com
Seller Phone: 815-303-3492
Seller Location: Walnut Illinois
Notes: diesel, runs good, needs a little work
1991 LINCOLN MARK VII LSC SE
By JRICH
This Lincoln was purchased new in 1991 by my mother. It has 124k miles on it
and runs very well. The body is sold without rust and the paint was great up
until last year. The clear coat has started flacking off as you can see in the pic.
The 5.0l is strong and the air bag suspension still works as it should. It has been
a great car but its time for it to have a new home. I can take pics of whatever
you would like, just let me know. You may also call with questions 804-4264194 I’m looking for 2400 obo. make me an offer and drive it home.
NOS AM/FM CASSETTE LINCOLN RADIO 1990 – 1992 FROM A DEALER
By Tim
I have a totally NOS Am/FM factory stero cassette. Can email pics to those that
are serious. I bought this from a guy at the Swap meet that had owned a Lincoln
Dealership. Even has sticker (wrinkled) on the front. Says it was made in 1988
so it may fit Town cars as well. This IS a LINCOLN radio. Best offer takes it. I
don't need it, but I want these parts in the hands of Lincoln fans so I buy them.
I also have a chrome and a black front, complete bumper assembly. Want to sell
them both!!! Need the garage space. Tim timsull2006@hotmail.com or 614-2715729 I am in Pickerington Ohio.
MISC PARTS FROM MARK VIIs
By bigmark303
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1989 Bill Blass burgundy leather seats (front and rear) in great shape
1989 Bill Blass burgundy center console
1989 Bill Blass burgundy door panels
1989 Bill Blass burgundy headliner
1989 Bill Blass burgundy interior rear panels
1989 Bill Blass burgundy package tray with speaker covers
1989 Bill Blass burgundy interior door moldings/roof moldings and kick panels
1990 LSC black leather steering wheel
1990 LSC black package tray carpet
1990 LSC black leather seats (front and rear) in good shape
1990 LSC black interior rear panels
1990 LSC silver trunk lid
1990 LSC factory sunroof glass with frame
1990 LSC rear quarter windows
1989 LSC rear quarter windows
1989,1990,1991,1992 JBL front speakers
1989, 1990 JBL amps
1989 Bill Blass wood trim set
Brake booster, ABS pump, Accumulator, and master cylinder.
Tail lights, headlights, blinkers, grille, interior panels, climate controls,
tripminders, factory radios, and more lights, switches, and interior parts in
boxes. To much to list. PM/email with what you need or if local to come by and
see the larger items. Thank you. craigslist195883@rocketmail.com I will ship
smaller parts but nothing freight.
1991 BLACK LSC SE
By Parts1198
Price: 4000.00
Year: 1991
Model: Lincoln Mark VII LSC SE
Mileage: 123000
Exterior color: Black
Interior color: Black
VIN: 1LNCM93E2MY740309
Condition: 3 - completely operable, older restoration, all wear items replaced
Seller Name: Parts1198
Seller Email: Gt5002009@yahoo.com
Seller Phone: 515 272 4600
Seller Location: Swea City IA
Notes: Pretty car i bought it for parts for one I am restoring but it is too nice to
part out the wheels are VERY NICE, has new
brakes,rotors,shocks,exhast,Everthing works even has the covers for the
foglites,NOS grill emblem pics on request
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PARTS PARTS AND MORE PARTS
by markviiheaven
I have 4 cars worth of parts all 89 or older. So here's your chance. I take PayPal
as well. PM me or Email with your needs. Also If your within driving distance I
install parts do repairs 5 speed conversions etc. John 860 710-2857
markviiheaven@thelincolnmarkviiclub.org
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ARTICLES

R.P.M.
(Restore, Preserve, Maintain)
by John Dancy
Maintain
“to keep in existence or continuance, to keep in an appropriate condition, to
keep in a specific state”
Who maintains a Mark VII?
That actually depends on the owner’s physical or financial capabilities. For the
most part, anyone who is comfortable with using basic hand tools such a drivers
and ratchets can do their own maintenance. If not, then you need to first
understand that labor costs vary from about $125.00 per hour at a Lincoln
Dealership on the East Coast to $25 and a case of Budweiser from your BrotherIn-Law in Macon County who used to own a Ford. Mechanics need to maintain
commercial accounts with distributors so don’t be shocked to see an oil change
costing $50.00 in labor and $30.00 in parts and $25.00 hazardous material
disposal fee. Dumping anti-freeze down the drain is against the law. The
attractiveness of dealerships is that the work is warranted and performed to
Original Equipment Manufacturer specification. The attraction of personal
repair is the low cost and experience and satisfaction of seeing what you’ve
done make a significant difference in performance and longevity. As a collector,
I’ve balanced the two. I perform any repair that takes less than two hours to
disassemble and reassemble. For me, that means just about anything except
engine and transmission removal. As an owner, the choice is yours.
What do we maintain on a Mark VII?
Wear items. On a Lincoln Mark VII, a wear item can best be described as any
item that is a part of any rotating or motorized assembly, or any item which has
a composition that will fail over the length of ownership under normal
operating conditions. Normal operating conditions include a vehicle driven 7 to
12 thousand miles each year, parked out of doors more than half of the time,
and not involved in any modified activities such as towing or racing. All of our
rubber parts are wear items. When the tread has worn off of our tires after
50,000 miles and five years, we’ll easily agree to spend $151.00 each for
replacement Goodyear Eagle GTs, yet when a pin hole develops in an air spring
after 50,000 miles and nineteen years, some of us question why we have to pay
$125.00 each for a replacement. Our drive belts are subject to being bent and
straightened about two and a half times for every revolution of our engines. At
idle, that’s about 1500 times per minute. Our radiator hoses transport about 15
gallons of ethylene glycol and water per minute at pressures of up to 16 pounds
per square inch. Compare this to the garden hose in your driveway that
transports about 25 gallons of water per minute at 40 pounds of pressure. In the
last ten years, I’ve been through two garden hoses and they NEVER had 160
degree liquid going through them. Spark plug wires transport 35,000 volts of
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electricity through them every four engine revolutions. Catalytic converters are
designed to operate in the 400 degree range. Batteries, as long as they are
connected to terminals, are constantly flowing energy. Lights light and filters
filter. They are all wear items. Some need more frequent replacement than
others, but preventative scheduled maintenance means that they will be
replaced before they fail.
When do we maintain a Mark VII?
Scheduled maintenance is very important in maintaining our Mark VIIs. Most
Americans will wait until there is a problem, such as slow cranking, before
performing maintenance. It is economically possible to spend less than $500.00
per year in replacement parts for our Mark VIIs and completely replace every
wear item on the car in less than two years. Items such as ball joints can last for
150,000 on a car driven primarily in a straight line. Ball joints on a cab in a
metropolis such as Los Angeles or New York, may fail in as little as 30,000 due
to the number of turns made. So if the minimum lifespan of a Mark VII ball
joint is 50,000 miles under extreme conditions, it is safe to say that by 100,000
miles on ANY Mark VII, it is time to schedule a change before they fail due to
normal usage. This kind of usage and failure is not as easy to see or feel as in the
case of our windshield wiper blades. Ideally, we replace these (as a pair) each
Spring or before the next inspection or the moment that they fail to remove the
latest offerings from the birds in the tree next to the driveway. We literally
LOOK at these items each time it rains. The conscientious Mark VII owner
LOOKS at the odometer and then looks at the last ball joint replacement receipt
and figures out when the ball joint may fail. If you don’t know the mileage of
the last ball joint replacement, then it would be wise to start getting prices on a
replacement. One of my Motorcraft batteries had a 60 month/5 year warranty.
The first time that it failed to crank on the first try was about 72 months into
ownership. Replacing a battery every two years is ideal. Replacing a battery
every 3 - 4 years is wise. Replacing a battery a year past it’s warranty after being
stranded in the parking lot of your favorite restaurant and paying $50.00 for Joe
the mechanic to jump start your car so that you can drive home and awake the
next morning to a dead battery is, well, an experience. When do we maintain a
Mark VII? Before an item fails.
Where do we maintain a Mark VII?
Since maintenance can be as simple as parking indoors and as complex as
pulling the engine to replace all the gaskets, it depends on weather or not you
are doing the work or if a mechanic with an enclosed garage and an electric lift
is doing the work. A Club Member in New York once replaced his oil pan
gasket curbside in front of his house. Even a SEASONED Lincoln Mark VII
mechanic would be hard pressed to recreate this feat. I regularly change fluids
and accessories in my driveway. So what is the happy medium? There isn’t any.
It truly depends on the owner’s comfort level and the safety of the proposed
location. Replacing a driver’s side window motor is a breeze in the driveway.
The door will be open for one or two hours and the battery need not be
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disconnected so I have access to great music, fresh coffee, and two or three
bathrooms depending on how many steps I want to climb. Trying to perform
the same replacement on a side street in Chicago is almost impossible as you’ll
need to close the door every time a car drives by. Any job that requires the car
to be lifted should NOT be performed anywhere there is a possibility of another
vehicle coming in contact with it, disrupting the integrity of the secured lift or
stands. Here in Pennsylvania, gravity is a constant. Once my 3900 pound Mark
VII is moved off of it’s jack stands, it falls down. If you want to change your oil
and don’t have a driveway, ask a Friend who has one and ask if you can do this
routine task at their place. Offer to bring a pizza and a two liter soda. If you are
in need of replacing a steering rack or brake line, bring a ten pound back of Oil
Dry and plan to LEAVE THE UNUSED PRODUCT with your Friend as a gift.
You’ll be amazed as to how this routine maintenance can easily turn into a
social event. Forget FaceBook. Bring your car over to my driveway the next
time that you want to change your brake pads.
How do we maintain a Mark VII?
A skilled Lincoln Mark VII Mechanic is the absolute best way to maintain a
Mark VII, but for those of us that know how to turn a wrench, here’s an
overview. The list of basic tools include:
FORD SHOP MANUAL SPECIFICALLY FOR YOUR MARK VII
3/8 drive socket set
screw driver set
allen wrench set
torx wrench set
electrical multimeter
(2) two ton jack stands
(1) two ton floor jack
adjustable wrench
hammer
Club Members have completely disassembled Mark VIIs with the tools listed
above. MrFixit and I have pictures. Maintaining your Mark VII does not have to
be a major production once scheduled maintenance has been completed. No
special tools are required to replace radiator hoses, charging system
components, filters, or fluids.
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MEMBERSHIP

WELCOME TO THE LINCOLN
MARK VII FAMILY!
New Members.

WELCOME BACK TO THE LINCOLN
MARK VII FAMILY!
Returning Members.

Robbie "gytrrdunn90se" Menges Mesa AZ USA
"bobmarkVIInokaoi" Moderow Honolulu HI USA
Richie "CABENDO" Caliendo Glen Ellyn IL USA
William "MrTalladega" Poudrier Maynard MA USA
James "jimythecoot" Groth Dallas OR USA
Paul Doherty Las Vegas NV USA
Rick Peters Ellisville MO USA
Kevin "Chicago" Buglio Burbank IL USA
Philip "Deans" Pearland TX USA
Edward Zglenski Perkiomenville PA USA
Bay Insurance "Bkge Ltd" Howard Beach NY USA
Steve "bigfishman" Jones Payson AZ USA
Reese "Hawk" Hawkins Jacksonville FL USA
Christopher "nyoldguy" Romano Nassau NY USA
Isaac "ikebigdaddy" McNeill Upper Darby PA USA
Charles Weinmann San Angelo TX USA

John "OldSchool1" Dancy Sr Primos PA USA
Bob "rmjak" Kumpfer Valparaiso IN USA
Brain "brian" Znamirowski Baldwin MD USA
Rafael "rafas" Zamora Glendale CA USA
Ken "Oh Kenny" Mitchell Courtice Ontario Canada
Joseph "firebirdparts" Bays Kingsport TN USA
Julian "llfordman" Homan Lakeland FL USA
Charles "cfcjr" Crooks Dartmouth MA USA
Danny "big-d" Meredith LaGrange KY USA
Michael "bluelsc" Orth Philadelphia PA USA
Robert "rj" Magrino San Jose CA USA
Daniel "JerseyDan" Moran Norwalk CT USA
Frederick "fremar68" Dudley Odenton MD USA

MEMBERSHIP FAQ
Q: How much does it cost to be a Member?
A: $25.00US plus an initiation fee of $15.00 for the first year.
Q: How long does my Membership last?
A: Memberships can last a lifetime with annual renewals. Renewals begin on the anniversary of your induction date and continue for
twelve months.
Q: What do I get when I become a Lincoln Mark VII Club Member?
A: All Members receive a one year subscription to our exclusive periodical, The Mark VII Times!, our exclusive Club T-Shirt, a
transferrable 3” x 4” Lincoln Mark VII Club window decal, an Online Forum, a customized E-Mail address, a personal online Photo Gallery,
and automatic updates of all of our Shows, Meets, Cruises, and Events throughout the year!
Q: Will I be able to receive multiple usernames and passwords for all of my vehicles?
A: Yes. You are allowed as many Memberships as you like.
Q: How do I renew my Membership?
A: Renewal is quick, easy, and inexpensive. You can renew by US MAIL, ELECTRONICALLY with PayPal, Visa, or MasterCard, or in
person by contacting a Club Board Member near you.
Q: How can I share questions and ideas with other Club Members?
A: At our many Events throughout the year and throughout the country, you'll have the opportunity to meet and greet with other
enthusiasts just like you! You'll also have 24 hour access to a specialized online Forum and customized e-mail account. There are even
online Live Chat Rooms for simultaneous multiple User conversations.
Q: What if I'm not that Internet savvy?
A: That's fine! We're a Car Club (that just so happens to have a Web Site). Almost all of our Events are done in person at Shows, Cruises,
Meets, and even monthly breakfasts. You choose how you would like to be notified; E-Mail, US Mail, Telephone, or smoke signals (void
where prohibited). The online resources such as Specifications and Technical references will only increase your knowledge and enjoyment
of this Classic American Car.
Q: Why should I renew my Membership if I receive most of the material and information in the first year?
A: Your Membership shows your support and enthusiasm for the World Wide Lincoln Mark VII Family. Your Membership fee helps to
cover the costs of providing you with the BEST Car Club specifically for Lincoln Mark VIIs. Donations and fund raisers go directly back
into the enjoyment of our Members, our Club, and our cars. We're a Member supported, Non-Profit Organization that receives no local,
state, or federal assistance. We will continually evolve based on Member input and ideas.
Q: Why should I go to the Web Site?
Each time you visit the site, you'll have the opportunity to pick up additional information that wasn't there before. You can have a live chat
with other Club Members, check your e-mail, or ask a question in our interactive online Forum. Be creative with your very own online
Photo Gallery. Read reviews and see pictures and videos from Club events.
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